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Abstract. Nowadays, the knowledge economy is growing rapidly. To sustain fu-
ture growth, more well educated people in STEM (science, technology, engineer-
ing and mathematics) are needed. In the Go-Lab project we aim to motivate and
orient students from an early age on to study STEM fields in their future edu-
cational path by applying inquiry learning using online labs. This paper presents
an inquiry learning portal where teachers can discover, use and enhance online
labs appropriate for their courses and students can acquire scientific methodology
skills while doing experiments using the labs. The Go-Lab portal architecture is
presented, which contains a repository of online labs, inquiry learning spaces and
complementary services. The paper discusses a first version of the portal and our
future plans.
Keywords: online lab, portal, design, inquiry learning, metadata, architecture,
interoperability, lab repository
1 Introduction
In this day and age the knowledge economy [7] expands rapidly, we need to motivate
more young people to choose science and engineering as their future career path to
keep our future economy competitive. To engage students in science and technology,
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various reports [17, 16] suggest to include scientific inquiry in their courses. The Go-
Lab project8 [11] aims to encourage students to engage in scientific topics and get ac-
quainted with scientific inquiry methodologies through the use of remote laboratories,
virtual experiments and data sets (henceforth simply referred to as ‘online labs’).
Online labs are a good means to teach scientific inquiry skills to students and an aid
for teachers to illustrate scientific theory [11]. Inquiry learning typically leads students
through various phases, e.g. orientation, conceptualization, investigation, conclusion
and discussion, where students create hypotheses, evaluate them through experiments
and then reflect on them, possibly repeating the cycle. This type of learning shows
benefits over typical lectures or demonstrations [12].
Although labs for teaching have become available recently, a widely used online
lab portal integrated with a ready-to-use learning environment is still missing (see Sec-
tion 3). Usually, individual online labs are operated, maintained and promoted by the lab
owners, which causes a high operational cost and limited access. Through the Go-Lab
portal, we aim to establish a federation of online labs where lab owners can promote
their labs, and teachers can find labs to support their activities and share their resources
with others. We do not aim to replace teachers, but rather enable teachers to support and
aid students who are working with online labs.
This paper presents the first two steps in the development life-cycle [1] of the portal,
namely requirement analysis and systems design. Section 2 describes the requirements
for the Go-Lab portal. Based on this, Section 3 compares existing portals. Afterwards,
Section 4 presents the architecture of the portal and Section 5 discusses the implemen-
tation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Requirements of the Go-Lab portal
This section focuses on the first step of the development life-cycle [1], namely require-
ments analysis, by first setting a common terminology, identifying the main portal users,
describing the usage and afterwards discussing requirements.
2.1 Terminology
Online labs are remote laboratories, virtual experiments or data sets accessible from
the browser through apps. Apps are Web applications (e.g. OpenSocial gadgets), for
example to operate a lab or support learning (e.g. via scaffolding).
Inquiry learning spaces (ILS) are learning environments that can contain labs, learn-
ing resources and apps to enable inquiry learning. Learning resources are typically
texts, videos and other materials to assist and assess students. Teachers usually set up
an ILS for their students. An ILS can be shared with other teachers who can repurpose
and adapt it to fit their purpose.
8 The Go-Lab project, http://www.golab-project.eu
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2.2 Users, user story, functional and non-functional requirements
We identify three types of portal users: lab owners, teachers and students. A lab owner
is a user who operates and publishes a lab. A teacher is a user who teaches with an ILS.
A student is a user who carries out inquiry learning activities in an ILS. The following
user story provides more context on the portal use.
User story. On the Go-Lab portal John searches for interesting activities for his physics
course. While browsing through the ‘Big Ideas’ in science section, he finds an appropri-
ate topic about particle interactions, where he selects the ‘Conservation of Momentum’
activity, using the ‘Hypathia’ lab by CERN. He opens the activity in the learning en-
vironment to try it out. The observation phase and its learning resources are shown
and he can edit the resources and apps. An available learning scenario instructs how he
can teach with this activity. John decides to add a recommended scaffolding app. Ad-
ditionally, he rewrites some of the explanations and tips to better fit the knowledge of
his students. After tweaking each inquiry learning phase, he teaches with this learning
environment in class. Afterwards, he decides to publish his environment back on the
Go-Lab portal and share it on Facebook with his colleagues.
Functional requirements analysis. In this section we focus on the main functions of
the portal, required by the portal users to fulfill their needs.
• Publishing labs. Lab owners publish a lab and describe it with metadata.
• Creating ILS. Lab owners create ILS to demonstrate a lab and teachers create ILS
for students.
• Modifying ILS. Teachers adapt existing ILS, e.g. localize the content to the mother
tongue of their students or adapt it for a different age group.
• Publishing ILS. Teachers publish their ILS to enable reuse.
• Using ILS. Teachers run activities using ILS. Students use ILS provided by teachers
to conduct experiments.
• Supporting Apps. Students practice inquiry learning through apps (e.g. a hypoth-
esis app or online lab apps). Teachers monitor student progress through learning
analytics apps.
• Supporting Learning Scenarios. Teachers create learning scenarios for ILS. Stu-
dents use learning scenarios provided by teacher when studying in ILS.
• Searching Labs & ILS. Teachers search for labs and ILS using various search filters,
e.g. age and scientific domain.
• User management. Users log in only once to access all portal resources. Several
login options are provided depending on the acceptable privacy level.
• Social features. Teachers and lab owners tag, comment and rate labs and ILS, and
share them on social networks.
• Tracking user activities. The activities of portal users are tracked and used for learn-
ing analytics, recommendation and scaffolding apps.
• Recommendation.Recommendation of labs, ILS and apps are provided when search-
ing, creating and editing ILS and labs.
• Scaffolding. Students receive assistance from scaffolding apps (e.g. prompts and
feedback) based on learning analytics and teacher configurations.
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Non-functional requirements analysis. Apart from the previous requirements, there
are also non-functional requirements that impact the design.
Go-Lab needs to provide a common, ubiquitously accessible ILS platform, so schools
do not need to spend resources on installing and administering software. The portal
should federate labs and other lab repositories. To provide this federation and to sup-
port a common ILS platform, interoperability of the labs is essential. When targeting
school students, special attention to usability and data privacy (e.g. anonymizing the
tracked user activities) is needed. The Go-Lab project aims to support 1000 schools in
15 countries, which requires a high scalability and availability of the portal, as well as
internationalization support.
3 State of the art
Existing portal solutions for online labs are reviewed and summarized in Table 1 and
we evaluate their fit with the requirements presented above. We identified five main so-
lutions in the research literature, namely the GOLC consortium’s Lab2Go9 portal [4],
the Library of Labs (LiLa)10 [15] portal created by a European consortium using MIT’s
iLab Shared Architecture (ISA)11 [10], the LabShare12 [6] portal initiated by an Aus-
tralian consortium, and the University of Deusto’s WebLab-Deusto13 [8].
Functional requirements Lab2Go LiLa ISA LabShare WebLab
Publishing labs + + + + +
Creating ILS - ∼ - - -
Modifying ILS - ∼ - - -
Publishing ILS - ∼ - - -
Using ILS - ∼ + + +
Supporting Apps - - - - -
Supporting Learning Scenarios - + - ? ∼
Searching Labs & ILS + + - - -
User management ∼ ∼ + + +
Social features + + - ∼ -
Tracking user activities - ∼ ∼ + +
Recommendations - - - - -
Scaffolding - - - - -
Table 1. Fit between existing portals and Go-Lab requirements. Legend: requirement supported
(+), partially supported ( ∼), not supported (-), unknown (?).
Table 1 shows that the main requirements which are met by the existing portals are
publishing labs, searching for labs & ILS, using ILS and possibly tracking user activi-
ties. Furthermore, several of these portals offer some kind of user management system
9 http://www.lab2go.net
10 https://www.library-of-labs.org
11 http://ilabcentral.org
12 http://www.labshare.edu.au
13 https://www.weblab.deusto.es
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and provide some social features. Unfortunately, several requirements are not properly
supported by any of the portals, such as facilities to create, modify and publish ILS.
Furthermore, recommendation and scaffolding are both not supported by any portal. In
a nutshell, existing portals mainly work as repositories of labs and provide only support
to lab owners to publish labs and to teachers to find and use labs. As they do not provide
their own learning environment, it is difficult for such portals to empower teachers by
not supplying them with adequate support for modifying, reusing and publishing ILS.
Go-Lab precisely aims to fill this gap by providing support for both lab consumption
and lab creation.
4 The Go-Lab portal architecture
Based on the requirements, this section describes the Go-Lab architecture. For its de-
sign, we have applied several software design principles [20]. Foremost, the design
should be loosely coupled, meaning that each component requires little knowledge of
the definitions of the other components [20]. This principle enables abstraction of each
component, which allows a design that can change over time. Additionally, each com-
ponent should have high cohesion, which refers to the degree to which a component
is semantically self-contained [20]. Applying ‘separation of concerns’ enables modu-
larity, as each component takes care of a separate task [20]. Finally, the design should
support subsetability, which is the ability to produce subsets of the system. This allows
us to follow an iterative and incremental development strategy and have a basic portal
available soon.
4.1 Overall architecture
The high-level Go-Lab architecture, illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of two main com-
ponents with a graphical user interface (GUI), namely the lab repository and the ILS
platform. Both are supported by components for user management and tracking user
activities for learning analytics and recommendation. By splitting up the portal func-
tionality in this way, each component serves a very different purpose and we aim to
satisfy the requirements and design principles stated above. The components have well-
specified interfaces and protocols, which allow interchangeability (e.g. the ILS platform
could use another repository that implements the same specification of the Publisher
& Instantiator interface) and other third-party platforms can make use of each
component separately enabling wider adaption of Go-Lab technology.
The next section elaborates on the components of the architecture.
4.2 Components and interface specification
The Lab Repository stores labs, apps and inquiry space templates (or ILS templates),
together with their metadata. An ILS template describes the structure and content (i.e.
the labs, apps & resources) of an ILS. Additionally, an ILS template can also contain a
learning scenario provided by teachers that describes how to use the ILS in a pedagog-
ical context.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the Go-Lab Portal.
The Inquiry Learning Space Platform (ILS platform) allows teachers and students to
use labs and apps in an ILS for inquiry learning. Teachers can create an ILS consisting of
labs and apps available from the lab repository through the Instantiator interface
and enrich the ILS with uploaded or online resources. Afterwards, teachers can provide
students with access to the ILS, where students can conduct experiments.
Such an ILS can also be published on the lab repository via the Publisher in-
terface. While publishing an ILS, teachers provide metadata that describes the ILS to-
gether with pedagogical information and possibly a learning scenario. By publishing
an ILS template to the lab repository, other teachers can find it there, reuse it in the
ILS platform using the Instantiator interface and adapt it to the needs of their
students.
The Learning Analytics and Recommendation component collects user activities
through the Tracker interface from the lab repository and the ILS platform that can
anonymize the data for privacy reasons. The collected data is used to provide teachers
with learning analytics apps to monitor student progress; lab owners can monitor the use
of their labs, while students benefit through scaffolding apps. The tracked user activities
are also employed for personalization of the portal, e.g. through recommendation of
apps, labs and resources.
The User management component is in charge of user authentication and user pro-
file management through the Authenticator interface to the lab repository and ILS
platform enabling single sign-on for the portal.
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Fig. 2. Go-Lab metadata overview.
4.3 Portal interoperability
To achieve a federation of labs and to increase the potential uptake of the Go-Lab soft-
ware, interchangeability of the portal components and interoperability using open speci-
fications is important. The Go-Lab architecture achieves the technical, syntactic, seman-
tic and pragmatic interoperability levels of the Conceptual Interoperability Model [19].
This section elaborates on interoperability enabled through the labs, metadata and the
interfaces between components.
Lab interoperability enables the integration of labs with an ILS platform, which is
often difficult due to the wide variety of labs and their technical differences (e.g. imple-
mented as a Java Applet or a Flash application). To make labs interoperable with learn-
ing environments different approaches are possible. For instance, the LiLa project [15]
bundles labs in SCORM [3] packages, but this does not always enable proper interop-
erability since SCORM is not designed for interactive labs and the support of the latest
versions of SCORM by learning environments is low. In Go-Lab, online labs will be
provided as smart devices [9] that make labs more ubiquitous, autonomous and self-
aware. The smart device paradigm abstracts the details of each lab on the server-side
by providing a specified set of web services [9]. This interoperability layer allows the
ILS platform to run any lab supporting the smart device paradigm and smart device
compatible apps can be reused to operate numerous labs.
Making existing online labs smart device compliant might require the implementa-
tion of the specified web services. In some cases it will be impossible to change the lab
implementation. To enable interoperability with such labs, we will provide a smart gate-
way that transforms existing labs to be conform to the smart device specification [9]. In
this way interoperability between any online lab and the ILS platform is enabled.
Metadata interoperability is the ability to exchange metadata with minimal loss of
content and functionality between different systems [14]. Several initiatives [22, 18]
are currently working on metadata specifications to describe online labs and related
resources. Their main reason is to allow wider discovery of online labs, but metadata
can provide more benefits. Apart from search and discovery of labs and apps in the
lab repository, metadata is also used to exchange data between the portal components
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to enable interoperability and exchangeability. For instance, this interoperability and
exchangeability allows exchanging the lab repository with a third-party repository that
applies the same interface and metadata specification; similarly the ILS platform could
be switched. In the Go-Lab project, metadata is used to describe labs, apps, resources
and ILS templates (see Fig. 2) in a linked data approach. The metadata specification
will be based on a combination and extension (based on Go-Lab requirements) of the
ROLE Ontology and the GOLC specification [18] and is currently being finalized. The
reuse of existing open specifications will provide access to existing labs and resources,
as well as services.
Interface interoperability allows different implementations of components of the Go-
Lab portal to be interchanged. This can be achieved by specifying the component in-
terfaces and the data that is exchanged (metadata interoperability). For instance, the lab
repository could use another learning environment that specifies the Instantiator
and Publisher interface. Additionally, the Authenticator interface enables the
interchangeability of, for instance, the default user management with an LDAP imple-
mentation.
5 Implementation of the Go-Lab portal
Based on the presented design, we have started the portal implementation following an
iterative and incremental approach. In parallel with the architectural design, we have
also designed a GUI mockup14 using participatory design.
The lab repository is implemented on top of the existing ROLE Widget Store [5] that
is built with Drupal15. Drupal is a widely used, open source content management system
that allows high scalability. Labs, apps, resources and ILS templates will be described
with metadata (e.g. functionalities & ‘Big Ideas’ in science categories), which is used
to organize and search for labs, apps and ILS templates. The existing functionality for
learning scenarios in the ROLE Widget Store is reused. In a first implementation phase,
we aim to implement publishing labs, apps and ILS templates and integration with the
ILS platform through the Instantiator interface.
The ILS platform is implemented on top of the Graasp platform [2], which is a social
media platform that supports personal and collaborative activities using resources and
OpenSocial apps. Currently, Graasp already allows teachers to build a basic ILS. In a
first phase, this functionality will be further extended and a dedicated GUI for students
is under development. Part of the learning analytics and recommendation component
will be integrated with Graasp using the OpenSocial specification together with the
ActivityStreams specification to represent the user activity data [21].
In a later phase, the user management component and other more advanced func-
tionality will be implemented. The full metadata schema will be gradually implemented.
14 The mockup is available at http://www.go-lab-project.eu/content/
prototypes
15 Drupal, http://www.drupal.org
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6 Conclusion & future work
The architecture described above aims to satisfy the requirements and design principles.
Each of the components in the architecture handles a well-defined coherent set of tasks,
which fulfils the ‘separation of concerns’ design objective. Through well-defined inter-
faces and metadata specifications, we enable a loosely coupled architecture with high
cohesion. The portal architecture follows the subsetability design principle and thus
allows an iterative and incremental development. Moreover, this enables early deploy-
ment in real-life settings, which will be exploited for participatory design evaluations.
One of the main requirements has been achieved, i.e. to provide a common, ubiqui-
tously accessible inquiry learning environment without any installation hassle. Various
design decisions contribute to this. First, the smart device specification and smart gate-
way for online labs empower interoperability between any lab and the ILS platform.
Second, the Go-Lab portal provides a seamless integration between a repository of labs
and a learning environment. The integration is supported by the well-defined interfaces
and metadata specifications to exchange data.
Personalization is a powerful mechanism to assist users. The architecture enables
personalization through recommendations and apps, e.g. (i) recommendations will be
provided based on tracked user activities, (ii) learning analytics apps support aware-
ness and self-reflection and (iii) scaffolding apps assist students. Through the separate
learning analytics and recommendation component, user traces can be tracked over all
portal components, data privacy can be ensured by anonymization and various imple-
mentations are possible applying different data processing techniques. The separate user
management component facilitates the integration with various authentication systems
of large educational institutions.
To really create an impact, it will be very important to attract many teachers and
lab owners to use the portal. That is why we see the Go-Lab portal as a two-sided
marketplace where ILS are provided by suppliers (lab-owners and teachers), and used
by customers (teachers). Such markets typically benefit from network effects [13], that
is, the more suppliers the market attracts, the more customers will join. In turn, more
customers will attract more suppliers, creating a positive feedback loop. The challenge
with such systems is to jump start this process. On the one hand, we believe that em-
powering teachers by allowing them to easily customize and republish ILS will lead to a
greater supply. On the other hand, we are including STEM teachers from the start of the
project on a large scale (100 teachers the first year up to 1000 teachers after three years)
through our partnership with organizations such as the European Schoolnet16 leading to
a large user base.
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